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George Lawrence Stone's Stick Control is the original classic, often called the bible of

drumming. In 1993, Modern Drummer magazine named it one of the top 25 drumming books

of all-time. In the words of the author, this is the ideal book for improving "control, speed,

flexibility, touch, rhythm, lightness, delicacy, power, endurance, preciseness of execution, and

muscular coordination," with extra attention given to the development of the weak hand. This

indispensable book for drummers of all types includes hundreds of basic to advanced rhythms

and moves through categories of single-beat combinations, triplets, short roll combinations,

flam beats, flam triplets and dotted notes, and short roll progressions.
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Drumbeat, “Review For Stick Control. Back with an old friend! Started playing drums in 1962 at

age 8 and started using Stick Control in 1965 at age 11. Turned pro in 1971 at 16 .....thanks in

a big part to Stick Control!! My teacher for 8 years who was himself a published author of 15

books on the snare drum at school, was a good friend of George Stone back on the east coast

in the 1920s and 30s. He got some first hand advice from Mr. Stone on how to study and use

this book the best!! Would like to share the info here. Playing each two bar phrase 20 times

each is Very Important!!! Study each exercise carefully BEFORE you even try to play it with

sticks. Not only are the notes important but make sure you are playing the sticking (Right hand

left hand) correctly. Go through it in your head FIRST....then start with your sticks slowly! Make

sure it is right first. You have heard the saying "Practice makes perfect"....but really...."Perfect

practice makes Perfect"!!! Slowly start to play each exercise faster. My teacher gave me six

exercises each week along with using several other books. We went through one page each



month....so it took four years to go through this book!!! I retired in the year 2000 from drumming

after almost 40 years...as I had to concentrate on my "Day Gig". I had loaned out my Stick

Control to a student in 1999 and never got it back. I decided to buy a second copy and start

practicing on a pad again just recently.....so this is my second go around with Stick Control

after my first go around 55 years ago!!! But....great books only get better with age....you will get

a great deal out of this book for years to come. My best wishes to you....and good luck in your

practice!!!”

Steve, “I didn't want to like this. I bought this because it was recommended by several of the

online drum teachers I follow.I had low expectations - it's ancient, it's for snare drumming,

there's a picture of a revolutionary war drummer on the cover for chrissakes.But, I started

following the drills as instructed from page 1.Within a few days, my rolls, stick control and

coordination had a demonstrable improvement.Within a few weeks, I realized I had gotten

much better at reading music - even music for set drumming in other books.I limit myself to 45

minutes of practice with this every other day because I'm 52 and don't want to create overuse

injury since I'm just playing for fun.But it was well worth the price.”

Kumar A. Desai, “Best drumming book by far. You know when you hear an amateur drummer

who sounds clunky with bad timing, lacking finesse, and plays with tree trunk arms and stiff

wrists? Yes we’ve all heard drummers like that. Well that was me until I got hold of this

book.Within a month of solid (1 hour a day) practice of the first page I began to sound so much

better. Of all the drumming books this one has had the greatest impact in my playing.

Practicing from it is a bit like meditation - no obvious benefits from doing it - but then a couple

of days later your drumming has changed in some incomprehensible way (for the better).The

book will reveal your weaknesses and the endless pages of potential exercises means that you

will have a lifetime of weaknesses to work on.You will get better and you do need to use this

book if you take learning this instrument seriously. Definitely the best drumming book by far.”

Paul, “It was the best of books, it was the worst of books!. As anyone who's used it knows, this

book can be somewhat dry and, after many, many hours of practice, it can become an object of

hate just like an old High School Chemistry textbook. However, there is a reason that it is the

"industry standard" and that is because the exercises within it will make you a better drummer,

with the application of perseverance. It is suitable for all levels, including the complete beginner,

providing you can understand and follow the notation. This is the third copy of this book that I

have purchased as it remains a relevant tool ........... the other two copies were burnt after

graduation!!”

Micah O., “A plainly designed book that every drummer should work through. This is literally

just a huge list of rhythmic patterns. For the drummer who sits with his practice pad and thinks

'ok, now what?', this book answers that question with pages upon pages of exercises that

steadily increase in complexity. Some people may ask 'how do I use this?'. Easy! Open it up,

get your metronome out and start practicing! No excuses!”

R. Powlus, “No accents?. Great for building skills, but no accents. I think many of these

excercises would be greatly improved by accenting some of the notes. I often accent the first

beat of each measure, then next time the second, then third... I gave it 4 stars, it would have

been 5 with accents.”



Lee Brodinsky, “Great for the rudiments but suggest one starts first with a competent and

experienced instructor.. Love the exercises, but as someone who uses just practice pads and

basically is learning sticks as a supplement to add another dimension in my drum circle, need

to have someone show me closed, short rolls, etc as I can't figure out a number of exercises

and how they are played. However, what I have learned has given me some sound

fundamentals, my hands getting faster as I couple this with some videos and other material. In

essence get an instructor, and when up to speed, tackle this book and you will find it effective.

Legendary writing in drumming as the preface and the quotes from many of one's idols

indicates. Well its now 2 years later since I wrote my review, and am taking half hour lessons

via Zoom with an instructor for the last 8 months or so with stick and pad. Would have studio

space for a kit but the pandemic has zapped that for now. He has clarified much for me and my

technique continues to improve. A reviewer didn't like that the book does not have accented

exercises. For this my instructor has me working with the Ted Reed book one on Syncopation.

There are wonderful accented exercises that can be quite challenging. Stick Control is still the

core which should be in everyone's collection.”

jenbrik, “EASY TO FOLLOW and YOU CAN SEE YOURSELF IMPROVING.. Love this book.

It's easy to follow. My drum teacher loves it too. He remembers using it when he was a kid.

Great for practicing, for warm-ups, for hand coordination. It starts with easy exercises then

gets more and more complicated. My teacher was able to help with the more difficult parts.The

hardest part is discplining yourself to do the exercises. I would highly recommend it to

beginners like me.”

Stacy Plant, “Vital for Drummers. Lots of words have been written about Stick Control over the

years so this won’t be a lengthy review.If you’re serious about playing the drums or want to

improve your hands this is a fantastic resource. Using the book as Stone intended will improve

your coordination and dexterity.However where this book is just so incredible is when you start

using the patterns creatively around the kit.It really is a worthwhile purchase, and one that

you’ll get many years use from.”

Jolly Roger, “Just buy it. If you are new to drumming just get this book and a pair of stick and

get going.Really simple drills at the beginning to practice with and then building up to some

exercises that look like Ancient Egyptian to me at the moment!!Having prevaricated about how

to get into drumming for awhile I a m so pleased that I finally bought this book and can just get

on exploring rhythm. I will continue to prevaricate about whether to buy a drum kit and if so,

which one, for a while longer but at least I have started practicing now.”

A M WHITE, “The standard. I guess it’s all been said about this book. It’s the standard by which

all others are judged. If you’ve been drumming a long time like me you will find that many of the

books you own have taken exercises from this book. Is it a must have? At one time I would

have said yes but with the internet with its vast array of snare exercise videos probably not as

essential, having said that I’m glad I’ve got it.”

Sia Gi, “Great book, avoid "kindle" edition.. Great book. Going through the first exercise just

twice made my weaker hand feel some pain (but good pain, signs that it's working!). The

author's recommendation is that each exercise is repeated 20 times, at different tempos. I was

seeing muscle improvements after 2!I can start to see why professional drummers everywhere

recommend this book. Get the basics right, and you can play anything.JUST A WARNING ON



THE KINDLE EDITION!It's not really a "kindle" edition, in that you can only read it on the kinda

apps on phone and tablet. It WON'T deliver to a normal kindle or the cloud reader, which is

quite annoying.Due to the smaller screen I am forced to read it off (unless you have an iPad

pro!) I have to keep stopping to pan or flip the page. Other reviews have said the staple book

copy isn't printed WELL, so I'm not entirely sure what the best way to obtain this book is.”

R. Dore, “The only book you'll ever need?. There is a strong argument that Stick Control is the

only book a drummer will ever need in terms of getting ones hands into good shape. George

Lawrence Stone has very cunningly incorporated most of the 26 rudiments with the exercises

contained in this Rudimentary Bible. Go out and buy it now! there's a reason why it's been

continually in print for generations.”

The book by George Lawrence Stone has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 2,395 people have provided

feedback.
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